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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The molecular basis of memory and learn-

ing

Memory and learning are two strictly related concepts, the former being
generally defined as the ability of a system to retain, store and recall the
input information, the latter as the ability of a system to modify its behavior
according to the previous experience [1]–that is the time series of the inputs
to the system.

Starting from the early reports from amnesic patients (as reviewed in
[2]), many distinct systems of memory have been recognized–e.g. episodic
memory of facts and events, habits and other forms of non-declarative mem-
ory. A review of the different systems of memory is above the aim of this
introduction, however some fundamental aspects should be kept in mind be-
fore approaching the problem of molecular basis of memory [2]. The first
assumption, which is fundamental for molecular neurobiology in general, ar-
guably constitutes the fundamental principle of molecular memory and is the
following:

Neural circuits are the substrate for the processing, storage, and
retrieval of information in the nervous system [3, 4].

From this principle it reasonably derives that different forms of memory re-
quire different computation properties of the neural system. For example,
while declarative memory is meant to be a record of personal experience
(which is unique in space and time), non-declarative memory aim is to de-
tect recurrences from a series of distinct events. The different functional
requirements of each memory system likely underlie different molecular char-
acteristics, although sharing a common molecular baseline–such as the PKC
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

calcium-dependent kinases, or the mTORC signaling.

In any case, the complexity of the interactions between learning, mem-
ory retrieval and memory assessment requires some methodological caution
while trying to classify systematically memory systems and their molecular
phenomena [2]. There are in fact growing evidences, from both animal mod-
els (i.e. from an evolutionary point of view) and human patients, that tend
to fade the boundaries between the canonical divisions of declarative and
non-declarative memory, and between the the partitioning of non-declarative
memory systems.

1.1.1 Synaptic plasticity and neural networks

From the introductory section we assumed that the origin of memory is
to be found at the level of the neuron networks. Each neuron may form
thousands [5] of synapses with a similar amount of distinct neurons, while
the transmission of the information from a neuron goes through a pattern
of binary states which are the result of the spatial integration of the exci-
tatory/inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (EPSP or IPSP) on the neurites
and the soma [6, 7]. So, determining how a neuron codifies the memory
information is not a trivial problem to solve.

An early thoughtful insight into this problem was given in 1949 by the
Canadian psychologist Donald Hebb [8]:

When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and
repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth
process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such
that A ’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased. The
most obvious and I believe much the most probable suggestion
concerning the way in which one cell could become more capable
of firing another is that synaptic knobs develop and increase the
area of contact between the afferent axon and efferent soma.

The so called Hebb’s principle assumes that a coherent activity1 between
neuron A and neuron B modifies the strength of the A-B connection. The
simplest case is that neuron A input contributes hugely to the fire of neuron

1From the complex patterns which have been experimentally assessed in the framework
of a hebbian synaptic rule–the Spike-Time Dependent Plasticity (STDP) [9]–it could be
useful to extend the concept of time-coincidence of the excited state of pre- and post-
synaptic towards a more general time-coherence. Moreover, let’s just consider the difficulty
to attribute a ‘pre-before-post’ (or the other way round) synaptic activity timing while
dealing with a high-frequence input [6].
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B: the synapse A-B is thus virtually ‘more important’ than others and there-
fore should be distinguished from the other thousands of synapses. As Hebb
amazingly spotted, it is now known that this distinction occurs at both a
molecular (modification of the channels composition and their conductances
[10, 11, 12]) and a structural level (changes in dendritic spines shape [13],
increase in the number of direct connections [14]).

The ensemble of the processes which are involved in the modification of
the strength of the synapse between two neurons is called synaptic plastic-
ity . However, while synaptic plasticity could be considered as an information
storage process, it should not be thoroughly assimilated with the common
concept of information storage as the writing on a support (e.g. a book, a
USB disk) modifying a certain amount of states. In fact, while the informa-
tion written on a disk can be retrieved through reading the encoded data,
the biological information memorized as a pattern of modified synapses acts
on the global information processing of the neural network [15]. The image
of memory recollection as a network information flow could be joined with
the theoretical framework of the engrams and the memory traces 2, and thus
bridges memory phenomena at the subcellular and moleular level to the cel-
lular and population level [17]. In support to this idea, recent behavioral
evidences in mouse show that the optogenetic shrinkage of the facilitation-
tagged synaptic spines after a rotarod learning task leads to a task-recall
deficit [19].

1.1.2 The molecular systematics of memory

Memory could be generally divided according to two criteria [1]: the time
course (long-term3 or short term memory), and the nature of the stored

2Indeed, the exact meaning of the concept of engram, starting from the early definition
by the German zoologist Richard W. Semon [16] as

[...] the enduring though primarily latent modification in the irritable sub-
stance produced by stimulus [...],

is not straightforward [17]. For example, after the famous experiments of “false memory
creation” using optogenetics by the group of Susumu Tonegawa [18], it has been debated
whether the association protocol created a real memory or just an association between a
context and a noxious stimulus.

3Indeed, long-term memory is itself a phenomenon with a complex time course. A
simple (maybe simplistic) division includes a memory initiation step, where the synapse
undergoes a series of molecular modifications which identify it from the contour synaptic
crowd, then a consolidation step, which ‘embed’ the memory information in the synapse
molecular machinery (this is a fundamental process, because the disruption of consolidation
mechanisms induces an irreversible loss of memory), and the maintenance of memory,
which is the actual long-term storage of the acquired information. It is important to notice
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Figure 1.1: An example of molecular systematics of memory processes in the hip-
pocampus. Adapted from [1].

information (declarative or non-declarative). Moreover, from a molecular
point of view, the cellular localization (i.e. pre- or postsynaptic) of the
plasticity mechanisms should be added as a further classification criterion.

The Figure 1.1 shows part of the multiform ecosystem of memory pro-
cesses in the hippocampus. It is useful to notice that the same time-scale
memory process (Long-term potentiation) can have different cellular local-
ization and underpinning processes.

A caveat on LTP Now it would be the case to discuss some epistemolog-
ical and experimental issues with the commonly-measured Long-Term Po-
tentiation (LTP). Getting an exponentially growing importance since it was
first studied in vivo in the early seventies [20, 21], LTP is now in molecu-
lar neuroscience of memory a ‘do it otherwise referees will ask it’ measure
for synaptic plasticity. LTP, being a long-term physiological modification at
cellular level, has been traditionally considered as the point where to search
the transition between high-level behavioral memory to low-level molecular
memory [20, 22]. This scientific program is reasonable and almost unchal-
lenged [22, 23], however there should be some methodological concern (indeed
not commonly applied) while dealing with this topic. Starting from an ex-
ample: the hippocampus slices from the Brevican ko mouse model, when
stimulated with a LTP-inducing current injection at the level of CA3, show

that the processes of long-term memory formation are usually parallel and independent in
respect of learning and short-term memory molecular mechanisms.
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an LTP impairment4 (the impairment is also reproduced by the action of
anti-Brevican antibodies in a slice from a wild-type mouse), while the behav-
ing Brevican−/− mouse shows normal memory and learning functions [26].
Let’s assume that in [26] there is no experimental bias that would interfere
with the LTP formation5, these results would at least arise a few questions
of nontrivial answer. First of all, is the LTP which is induced ex vivo the
same LTP which is induced in vivo? From a very conservative point of view,
the fact that hippocampus slices respond to, for example, pharmacological
treatments in a similar way compared to behaving animals means that these
two forms of synaptic plasticity have some common pathway hubs, but not
that they are globally equal. Extending these considerations, the induction
of LTP through HFS (High-Frequency Stimulation)–or even using the more
physiological [25] ϑ-burst stimulation–could be so different compared to the
physiological context, that the evoked synaptic plasticity would be an ad
hoc phenomenon with little or no homolog mechanisms in the active brain.
However, such an extreme reasoning does not have a good heuristic value,
because there is a great amount of evidences which correlate the dynam-
ics of LTP with behavioral memory [12, 25, 28] and confirm that LTP is a
good (but not perfect [25, 29]) model for synaptic plasticity and possibly
memory phenomena. Last, but not least, the intrinsic molecular variability,
introduced in Figure 1.1, of the neurophysiological phenomenon LTP is a
further and fundamental confounding factor while assessing experimentally
the synaptic plasticity. Pojeong Park and colleagues have dissected part of
the molecular mechanisms underlying NMDA-depedent LTP and proposed
a subdivision in three categories: the LTPa (or Short Term Potentiation–
STP) which is protein synthesis independent, the protein synthesis resistant
LTPb, and the PKA- and protein synthesis-dependent LTPc [27]. A given
high-frequency pattern of stimulation would then elicit one or more forms
of NMDA-dependent LTP [27]: it is not known, however, if there are other
parallel LTP phenomena in NMDA-dependent plasticity. If this separation
is biologically significant, it would explain the fact that in the literature are

4The LTP is evaluated considering the slope of the tangent line to the rising EPSP
function (a higher response leads to a steeper function, and thus to a higher absolute value
of the slope) at different time points, in a time window between one hour (short/middle
term potentiation) and four hours [1, 24]. If there is not the stabilization of a given EPSP
value between 1 and 4 hours, the LTP is said to be impaired. Please note that the stability
of the enhanced EPSP is evaluated in slice for an arbitrary and relatively short amount
of time: a few hours, while in the animal the LTP lasts at least several months [25].

5Actually, this assumption is not banal [27]. In fact, it has been shown that many
external factors, such as temperature, age, sex, social isolation, and even the circadian or
the estrous cycle of the animal (see [20] for further references) would interfere with the
formation of LTP–or rather some forms of the LTP family.
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reported cases of long-lasting LTP induced by a single-burst [30], or without
protein synthesis [30, 31]. Anyway, the separation of the independent compo-
nents of LTP will probably help the field to overcome the many experimental
controversies which can arise when many superimposed (and sometimes op-
posite) processes are investigated as if they were a single one.

1.1.3 A general problem for memory maintenance

The main problem when dealing with molecular memory is the fact that the
half-life of any molecule (protein or RNA) in the synapse is shorter than the
duration of memory–which could last for days, or even a lifetime [32, 33].

Many possible solutions to such a problem have been proposed, from
the fancy memory information-encoding through posphorylation of the mi-
crotubules6 [34], to the molecular bistablity [32, 36, 37], and eventually to
functional amyloids [12, 33, 38].

Molecular bistability Given a system with two stable states (namely, an
active state and an inactive state), the system is bistable when a threshold
input would switch the whole system between the two states [32]. Histeresis7

is a requirement for bistable systems [36], and network motifs such as positive
feedback loops (see e.g. BDNF-TrkB [39]) or multi-site phosphorylation (e.g.
CaMKII [32, 40]) are prone to show a bistable behavior. Bistability has been
predicted in models of CaMKII [32], PKC-MAPK interaction and others [36]
and would be a long-term self-sustaining property which could account for
the local synaptic long-term modifications8. Also, bistability could arise from

6It is of notice the model where the CaMKII phosphorilation pattern on a microtubules
could function as a memory storage device (more or less like a USB stick) [34]. The
modular and stable structure of microtubules have inspired a lot of other mumbo-jumbo
theories, whose is mentionable the ‘Orchestrated objective reduction’ theory by Roger
Penrose which claims that consciousness arises from quantum events occurring in neuron
microtubues [35].

7Histeresis is defined as the time-based dependence of a system’s output on present
and past inputs.

8However, the real picture seems to be a bit more complicated. Let’s consider the
case of CaMKII. Starting from the experimental and theoretical studies of John Lisman
[32, 41], it was showed that CaMKII holoenzyme shows a cooperative activation through
self-phosphorylation upon biding with Ca2+-Calmodulin [40]. The self-phosphorylation is
the key for the bistability predictions [32] and would virtually last permanently after a
significant synaptic input. The use of a CaMKII FRET sensor [42] shows that CaMKII
is locally active in the dendritic spine upon synaptic activity, however the activation time
is ‘only’ of one minute–that is the local activation of CaMKII is stable, but not really
bistable in a biological context.
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trafficking motives in multiple compartments signaling systems, as shown by
Upinder Bhalla models [37].

Long-term activity Local translation has been shown to be a fundamen-
tal step for the transition from early to long-term memory [1, 43]. This step of
local production of proteins–that is, from a network point of view, a modifica-
tion in the local weights of the interactome or the addition of new nodes–can
lead to the presence of plasticity-specific isoforms for various proteins. An
intriguing protein is the PKMζ a truncated isoform of the PKC protein. The
PKC kinase protein has been shown to be involved in the induction of LTM
[1, 44] and presents a N-terminus regulatory domain which self-inhibits the
kinase domain unless in presence of the signaling-mediated increase of the
secondary messenger diacylglycerol9 [45]. PKMζ is a constantly-active PKC
isoform and it has been found to be linked 10 to LTP maintenance [46].

Functional amyloids As it will be seen in the case of CPEB protein fam-
ily, another molecular strategy to overcome the protein turnover is the for-
mation of a functional amyloids. An amyloid is an aggregate with peculiar
biochemical and biophysical features11 and thus it shows many properties,
such as thermodynamic stability [49], steep growth and self-templating action
[48]. These features justify the role of amyloid formation in the pathogenesis
of a plethora of diseases [49], but also in the increasingly found phenomenon
of functional amyloids. A functional amyloid is a protein whose function de-
pends on the features of the amyloid state, for example the thermodynamic
stability makes the amyloid long-lived (an interesting property for molecular
memory) and stable against reactive molecules12. Being a functional amyloid
very stable and self-templating, it could be a double-edged sword for the cell:
for example it could undergo a unrestrained growth process and eventually

9A similar regulation step is present, for instance, in the PKA protein–whose activation
is downstream the increase of the secondary messenger cAMP.

10However, the link between PKMζ and long-term memory is controversial[46], starting
from the fact that the PKMζ−/− mice do not show a peculiar impairment in long-term
memory [47]. That would mean that PKMζ is an important–but not a key–effector of
LTM, given that its loss can be compensated by other local network mechanisms.

11An amyloid is formed by the interaction of protein segments with a β-sheet conforma-
tion in a quaternary cross-β folding: this peculiar structure leads to an amyloid-specific
pattern of X-ray diffraction [48].

12 The human amyloid Pmel17 is a paradigmatic case of functional amyloid [50].
This protein is found in the melanosomes, the organelle where melanin is produced in
melanocytes, and forms a self-templating scaffold which guides the formation of melanin
and buffers the highly-reactive melanin intermediates–due to the intrinsic stability of the
amyloid structure.
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damage the cell. So the existence of functional amyloid mechanisms should
require a strong compartmentalization (e.g. a vescicle, see note 12) and/or
tight regulatory mechanism at the levels of protein translation and half-life.

1.1.4 A tale of a dog and a snail

There are two main categories of unconscious learning. Associative learning
is an acquisition of information which requires a comparison between events:
during this process the system learns about the relationship between two
inputs (classical, or pavlovian13 conditioning), or the relationship of an input
to the output of the system (operant conditioning) [52]. Non-associative
learning, on the other hand, extrapolates the properties of a single repeated
input–for example in case of habituation (the input is not important, do not
respond), or of sensitization (the input is important, respond more promptly)
[1, 52].

In the previous paragraphs we assumed that synaptic plasticity (page 5)

13The Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936) studied the ‘conditioned reflexes’
in dogs.

The animal can be given food regularly every thirtieth minute, but with
the addition, say, of the sound of a metronome a few seconds before the
food. The animal is thus stimulated at regular intervals of thirty minutes
by a combination of two stimuli, one of which is the time factor and the
other the beats of the metronome. In this manner a conditioned reflex is
established to a compound stimulus consisting of the sound plus the condition
of the hemispheres at the thirtieth minute, when both are reinforced by food.
Further, if the sound is now applied not at the thirtieth minute after the
preceding feeding, but, say, at the fifth or eighth minute, it entirely fails to
produce any alimentary conditioned reflex. If it is applied slightly later it
produces some effect; applied at the twentieth minute the effect is greater;
at the twenty-fifth minute greater still. At the thirtieth minute the reaction
is of course complete. If the sound is never combined with food except when
applied at the full interval, in time it ceases to have any effect even at the
twenty-ninth minute and will only produce a reaction at the thirtieth minute
but then a full reaction. [51]

Conditioned reflexes are now known as classical conditioning. A classical conditioning
paradigm is composed of an unconditioned stimulus (US), e.g. a little shock, and a con-
ditioned stimulus CS+ (a sound, a contextual environment, and so on) which is to be
associated to the US, and a control stimulus CS− not associated to the US. To get pavlo-
vian conditioning the CS+ is presented slightly before the US–this process is repeated
for a few distanced times. After conditioning, the CS+ stimulus would evoke the same
reaction of the US, while the CS− would not. Indeed, classical conditioning undergoes
a more general process of evaluation of the correlation between CS+ and US: partially
correlated stimuli rise a certain amount of conditioned response, which is proportional to
the degree of their correlation [1].
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Figure 1.2: A) The gill withdrawal reflex in Aplysia. B) Neuronal circuitry under-
lying the habituation of the gill withdrawal reflex (see text for more
information). From [1].

is the physical substrate for learning and memory. We thus need an exper-
imental model, first to test the association between synaptic plasticity and
memory, and then to link the general phenomenon of memory to its un-
derlying molecular mechanisms. Starting from the late Sixties, Eric Kandel
began a biological approach to the problem of memory using the sea hare
Aplysia californica. The advantages of using a lower invertebrate model to
dissect a complex phenomenon such as memory is that 1) it is simple14, 2) it
is reliable, because the spatial positions of each neuron type are maintained
among different animals, 3) it shows stereotyped behaviors15, that undergo
modification upon experience (a.k.a. learning) which can be retained for
a long time (memory). Figure 1.2 shows the mechanism and the circuitry
underlying one of these behaviors, the gill withdrawal reflex (see note 15):
the sensory neurons (SNs) from the siphon synapses with the motor neurons
(MNs) of the gill and with a network of neuromodulatory interneurons. An
electric shock from the tail induces a strong stimulation of the serotoniner-
gic interneurons, which induce an heterosynaptic facilitation of the SN-MN
synapse (conditioned sensitization).

14Aplysia brain is an abdominal ganglion composed of roughly 20.000 neurons–let’s just
compare them to the millions of a lower vertebrate brain, such as a frog one. Moreover
each ganglion neuron is big, almost visible without magnfication!

15One of these behaviors is the gill withdrawal reflex : when a stimulus is applied on
the siphon, the sea hare withdraws its external gills for a given extent (Figure 1.2 A).
This reflex shows habituation: when the same non-noxious stimulus has been presented
to the siphon for many times, the gill retraction becomes gradually smaller and smaller
(Figure 1.2 B).
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The Aplysia system permitted to unravel some of the basal molecular
mechanisms underlying synaptic plasticity, which have been confirmed also
in insects and in vertebrates16. To state a few examples: the role of cAMP
rise and the PKA signalling17 [53], which is necessary and sufficient for the
formation of long-term facilitation, the diacylglycerol-mediated signaling of
PKC [1, 54], the role of the ubiquitin-proteasome system to target specific
proteins (in particular the repressor subunit of PKA) to degradation [55],
or the importance of local translation for the consolidation of memory [43].
Experiments using in vitro neuronal cell cultures (Figure 1.3), where a single
SN forms synapses with two distinct MNs and the heterosynaptic facilitation
is induced by some operator-given serotonin puffs, confirmed the synapse-
specificity of plasticity mechanisms18 [1].

1.1.5 An RNA-centric view of memory

Another interesting experimental feature of the Aplysia neurons in vitro sys-
tem (see Figure 1.3) is the phenomenon of synaptic capture. From the pre-
vious paragraph it has been seen that, in order to achieve a long-term fa-
cilitation, it is necessary to have a nuclear transcription step–CREB1 and
its downstream genes, see note 17–and a subsequent step of emetine- and
rapamycin-sensitive [1] local translation19. The transcription of new memory-

16The molecular processes underlying memory are astonishingly conserved through evo-
lution, even though the major point of synaptic plasticity in invertebrates is the pre-
synaptic neuron, while the opposite is true for mammals.

17The PKA protein is a heterotetrameric kinase, which is composed of two catalitic
subunits which are inhibited by two repressor (R) subunits. Each repressor unit shows
two cAMP-binding pockets: when the local cytoplasmic levels of cAMP rise, two cAMP
molecules bind the R pockets, thus inducing an allosteric modification and the release of
the catalytic units [53]. The R subunits can be also targeted to degradation by specific
ubiquitin hydrolases, in order to stably increase the levels of free PKA catalytic units at
the synaptic level. The PKA probably has a double function in long-term facilitation: a
local increase of active PKA induces the phosphorylation of some focal synaptic targets,
such as the delayed rectifier K+ channels–the phosphorylated channel is more likely to be
closed, so there is a prolonged depolarization state of the pre-synaptic terminus, with a
consequent increase of the neurotransmitter release, and synapsin, a vescicle protein which
induces an increased docking of neurotrasmitter vescicles when phosphorylated [1]. PKA
is thought to act also as a retrograde messenger: the nuclear translocation of catalytic
PKA increases the levels of the immediate early gene CREB1, which is a transcription
factor for other Plasticity-Related Products [1].

18The long-term facilitation, induced with five puffs of serotonin at the synapse 1, is not
extended to a non-stimulated synapse 2. A single puff of serotonin induces only a rapidly
decaying facilitation.

19Emetine and rapamycin are two inhibitors of protein translation. Emetine acts
through its binding to the 40S ribosomal subunit and thus is a complete blocker of transla-
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Figure 1.3: Example of bifurcated Aplysia sensory neuron (SN), which synapses
with two L7 effector motor neurons (MN): this is an in vitro system
which is indeed suitable to test the synaptic independence of plastic
phenomena or the paradigm of synaptic capture. From [43].

associated mRNAs could involve the whole cell, so when a specific synapse
induces a plasticity process all the other synapses could potentially ‘benefit’
from it. Indeed, this is what happens during the experiments of synaptic
capture: given the system schematized in Figure 1.3, if a strong serotonin fa-
cilitation input (5 puffs) is given at one synapse and in the meantime a weak
input is given at the other one, both the synapses undergo long-term plas-
tic facilitation [1], even if the ‘captured’ synapse would show a less marked
phenotype.

A powerful conceptual model that explains the general phenomenon of
synaptic capture–which is a general associative property of the hebbian synapse,
even in mammals20–is the synaptic tag and capture hypothesis [57, 58]. The
first enunciation of the model [57] hypothesized that a strong synaptic stimu-
lation induces 1) a synaptic tag of the activated synapse and 2) a retrograde
signaling which begins the production of ‘plasticity related proteins’ from
the somatic compartment. These proteins would be then ‘captured’ by the
tag and would induce the functional and plastic modifications only of the
activated synapse. The phenomenon of synaptic capture would be thus ex-
plained by the fact that the weak stimulation induces a tag in the second

tion. Rapamycin acts on particular ribosome-regulating complexes (in mammalian called
mTORC–mammalian target of rapamycin complex). So, while emetine blocks both the
induction and the consolidation of memory [43], rapamycin is a specific blocker of local
translation-mediated memory consolidation [56].

20Synaptic capture is a mechanism which occurs also in mammal hippocampus at the
level of the CA3-CA1 synapse: a strong stimulation from a Schaffer collateral and a weak
stimulation from a parallel one induce LTP in both synapses [1].
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Figure 1.4: The RNA binding proteins are involved in the dendritic transfer of mR-
NAs, in translation suppression and mRNA stabilization, and in the
synaptic activity-dependent mRNA translation. See text for further
details. From [59].

synapse and both the activated synapses could capture the plasticity related
proteins21 and become facilitated. A subsequent formulation of the hypoth-
esis [58] would change the molecular species underlying the transmission of
plasticity information: the ‘plasticity related products’ are mRNAs which
would be then captured and locally translated in the tagged synapses.

It has been shown that mRNAs are produced and actively localized in
mammalian dendrites after strong synaptic activity [59, 60, 61], and they are
likely to be stored in translation-inhibiting RNA granules until their trans-
lation is again facilitated22 by synaptic activity [59, 64, 65, 66] (see also Fig-
ure 1.4). Different RNA binding proteins (RBPs) interact with the mRNAs

21Two main problems arise from the concept of plasticity related proteins. First, the fact
that a somatic protein should be directed in some way to the specific dendrite branch and
spine, and in any case it would require a big amount of protein to be translated in order
to fully cover the dendritic tree. Moreover the tag should act as a spine-specific filter in
order to capture with precision the plasticity proteins. Second, plasticity related proteins
would not require local translation, so the inhibition of synaptic capture through weak
stimulation and the subsequent addition of the translation blocker emetine [43] would not
be explained.

22The role of RNA binding proteins in these mechanisms of RNA transfer and activity-
dependent reguation is indeed fundamental. Just to make an example, the protein FMRP
(Fragile-X Mental Retardation Protein), which is fundamental in the pathogenesis of the
fragile X syndrome, is an RNA binding protein which is involved in dendritic mRNA
transfer and the regulation of translation according to the synaptic-activity [62, 63, 64] .
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thanks to the presence (mainly in the uncoded regions of the mRNA) of in
cis RNA elements called ZIP sequences [59, 66]. So there is a combinatorial
effect of the non protein-coding information encoded in the RNA sequence
which determines the localization, the half-life, and the timing of translation
of the different mRNA species [59].

1.2 The CPEB protein family

The Cytoplasmic Polyadenylation Element Binding (CPEB) proteins are a
family of evolutionarily conserved23 (Figure 1.5) ubiquitary RNA binding
proteins that are involved in the regulation of the local translation of their
target mRNAs [67].

The CPEB proteins have been involved in a plethora of molecular mech-
anisms, such as embryogenesis, tumor progression, gametogenesis, ageing,
cell polarity, and synaptic plasticity [68]. If is of peculiar interest the role of
CPEB in gametogenesis [67, 69] and in synaptic plasticity [12, 33, 38, 54, 70,
71], because both these phenomena involve highly asymmetric cells (i.e. cells
with distinct compartments, such as the distal dendrites, the soma-dendrite
and the axon).

1.2.1 Structure and mechanisms

Two major classes of CPEB have been recognized [72]: the CPEB1-like class,
which includes the homologs of vertebrate CPEB1, and the CPEB2-like class,
which includes the homologs of vertebrate CPEB2 and its paralogs CPEB3
and CPEB4 (Figure 1.5).

All the CPEB proteins present a similar structure (Figure 1.6): a N-
terminus which usually lacks a defined secondary structure, two peculiar
RNA binding motives that bind to the target sequence of the RNA (namely,
the CPE element) with a precise 3’-5’ directionality [68], and a C-terminus
folded domain, called ZZ domain, which probably mediates the protein-
protein interactions with the translation initiation complex. From a func-
tional point of view, every CPEB protein assumes two states: 1) a naive,
translation-inhibiting state and 2) an active, translation-promoting one. The
transition between a state and the other occurs through post-translational
modifications, classically the phosphorylation of a threonine residue in the
N-terminus [68, 74]–or the novel mechanism of prion-like aggregation and ac-
tivation found for the neural isoform of Aplysia CPEB (ApCPEB, a CPEB1-

23The most conserved part of the protein is the RNA binding domain, while the regu-
latory N-terminus can be wildly different.
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Figure 1.5: Phylogenetic tree (maximum likelihood algorithm) of some mem-
bers of the CPEB protein family. Two evolutionarily conserved
major branches can be spotted: the group of vertebrate CPEB1
hortologs, and the group of CPEB2-like hortologs. The proteins
with experimentally demonstrated prion behavior are underlined in
red. XENTR: Xenopus tropicalis, DANRE: Danio rerio (zebrafish),
DROME: Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly), CAEEL: Caenorhabdi-
tis elegans, APLCA: Aplysia californica, XENLA: Xenopus laevis.

Figure 1.6: Analysis of the structural motives of human CPEB1 and CPEB3 pro-
teins using the SMART algorithm [73]. Pink: low-complexity regions
(CPEB1: S-rich regions, CPEB3: polyQ, P/Q-rich and S/L-rich re-
gions), RRM: RNA recognition motif.
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like protein) [75], Drosophila Orb2 [38] and mouse CPEB3 [76] (two CPEB2-
like proteins).

The two classes (CPEB1-like and CPEB2-like) show some mechanistic
differences in their function. CPEB1-like proteins, in fact, bind the CPE
element on target mRNAs and directly regulate24 the polyadenylation of the
bound mRNA [54, 67, 72], while the CPEB2-like proteins do not regulate
directly the length of the poly-A tail of target mRNAs, nor they bind a CPE
[72, 77, 78].

1.2.2 Aplysia CPEB is a functional prion

The ApCPEB protein has been discovered by the group of Kandel [54] as a
local translation regulator, which is induced in a rapamicin-sensitive way by
a facilitatory serotonin input and which is downstream the PKA signalling
pathway.

The N-terminus of ApCPEB is intrinsically disordered and presents an
enrichment in glutamine and asparagine (about the 48% in the first 160
aminoacids) [75]. These features are similar to the prion domains of yeast
prions, which mediate dominant cytoplasmic inheritance in stressful envi-
ronments25. In order to check whether ApCPEB N-terminus could act as
a prion there are some peculiar requirements to fulfill [75]: 1) it must be
dispensable for the function of ApCPEB (so, ∆N-ApCPEB should be able
to bind the mRNA); 2) it should be present in at least two states: a soluble
and an insoluble–usually aggregated and amyloid–state; 3) the aggregated
state should be self-sustaining (by protein-only dependent conformational
modications) and able to propagate its state (cytoplasmic dominance).

Using a β-Gal reporter with a CPE element on its 3’UTR cotransfected
with ApCPEB in yeast, Kausik Si and colleagues [75] have shown that the N-
terminus does not affect the RNA binding ability of ApCPEB RNA binding

24The CPEB1-like proteins influence at least two mechanisms involved in the initiation of
translation: the block of mRNA circularization gained through the binding of the CPEB
partner Maskin to eIF4E, and the poly-A tail polimerization equilibrium between the
polymerase Gld2 and the esonuclease PARN. The activation of the CPEB1-like protein
would remove Maskin from its site, thus permitting the binding of eIF4G to eIF4E and the
circularization of the mRNA, and would take off the PARN esonuclease from the complex,
thus permitting the formation of the poly-A tail of the target mRNA.

25The dominant cytoplasmic inheritance is a non-Mendelian pattern of inheritance which
involves an epigenetic gain of function/loss of function through conformational modifica-
tion of some cytoplasmic proteins. The modified proteins should be able to self-propagate
their state to other naive units, namely they act as prions. This mechanism permits the
yeasts to amplify their phenotype variability (useful in stressful environments) without
the need to encode the information through genome mutations.
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Figure 1.7: Aplysia CPEB in a yeast expression system acts as a prion: a GPF-
tagged ApCPEB is co-expressed with a βGal-CPE reporter (blue).
The naive state of CPEB is translation-inhibiting and diffused (1):
this state is passed to the progeny of the yeast cell until N-terminus
mediated aggregation occurs (2). The aggregates are transcription-
ally active (blue reporter) and can be passed to the progeny: a single
parental aggregate mediates the protein-only conversion of the naive
ApCPEB in the progeny. The aggregation-mediated gain of function
occurs with a rate which is much bigger than what would be expected
with random genome mutations(see note 26), and moreover it is re-
versible (3). Of course the reversibility is a property of the yeast
system: the derived ‘loss of function’ is more likely to have origin in
the loss of aggregate inheritance (3) rather than a disaggregation of
the amyloid seed.

domain, but its presence induced the metastable translation of the reporter in
a 20% of the cotransfected colonies26 (Figure 1.7). A further characterization
of the N-terminus confirms that it occurs in two states (a soluble and an
aggregated one), and that the aggregated state is the translation-inducing
one [75]. In order to prove the cytoplasmic inheritance of ApCPEB aggregate
state, a cytoduction27 experiment has been performed between β-Gal positive

26Naive ApCPEB is translation-inhibiting also in the yeast system, however in some
colonies there is the functional conversion to a translation-permissive state and thus the
reporter is translated. Moreover, a blue colony (β-Gal expressing) has a progeny blue
colonies, and sometimes (0.5%) of reverted white colonies, and so on [75]. Indeed, a few
colonies (0.005%) which were transfected with N-truncated ApCPEB were transcription-
ally active[75].

27The cytoduction technique permits to assess the cytoplasmic propagation of the
aggregation-prone conformation. The cytoduction exploits the mechanism of yeast sexual
reproduction between a donor cell with a nucleus fusion deficit (no genetic exchange) and a
trophic selection, and a receiver cell with a mitochondria deficit (so it is unable to grow on
non fermenting carbon sources–e.g. glycerol) and a different trophic selection. The mated
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ApCPEB donor cells and β-Gal negative ApCPEB receiver cells. Some of
the mated cells became β-Gal positive28, and this result is strictly dependent
on the presence of the ApCPEB N-terminus [75].

Some years later the group of Kandel [33] have extended their ex vivo
study of aggregated ApCPEB. The overexpression of ApCPEB-GFP leads
to the formation of fluorescent puncta, i.e. aggregates, and this punctiform
feature could be extended29 to endogenous ApCPEB [33]. First they demon-
strated that ApCPEB amyloid-like aggregation is a peculiar phenomenon,
which is distinct from the polyQ-mediated aggregation30 or other prion-
mediated aggregation. In fact, the overexpression in Aplysia neurons of the
RNA binding domain (RBD) of ApCPEB linked to a N-terminal polyQ or to
others prion-domains does not show the formation of fluorescent puncta–nor
does the overexpression of ApCPEB N-terminus linked to another RBP, such
as Staufen [33]. However, the trasfection of a chimeric ApCPEB-N-terminus
joined to mouse CPEB1 RBD leads to the formation of a punctuate staining31

[33]. The role of the globular domain in ApCPEB aggregation, suggested by
the evidences of a residual transcriptional activation after the expression of
a truncated N-terminus ApCPEB in yeast (see note 26), is likely to be evo-
lutionarily conserved in mammalian CPEB3 [76].

Kausik Si and colleagues have demonstrated that ApCPEB forms detergent-
resistant amyloid-like fibrils in vitro, and that the fluorescent puncta ex vivo
are reactive to Thioflavin S, a dye which stains protein aggregates of amyloid
nature [33]. The amyloid nature of ApCPEB has been confirmed through
solid-state NMR by the group of Ann McDermott [82], which have further

receiver cells should exchange the cytoplasm (mitochondria and thus proteins) with the
donor cells in order to survive.

28The fact that only part of the cytoducted cells are positive confirms that the entity
which mediates the cytoplasmic dominance is discrete (i.e. it is an aggregate, see also
Figure 1.7).

29The study of protein supersaturation as a motive force for pathological protein ag-
gregation or unfolded protein stress [79, 80, 81] is an exciting field of study in protein
biophysics. Indeed, the overexpression of an aggregation-prone protein induces an increase
of the concentration of the protein and probably its concentration-dependent precipita-
tion/aggregation, so when dealing with aggregating or amyloidogenic proteins it is very
important to assess the protein behavior in an endogenous expression environment.

30This kind of aggregation is linked to many pathological conditions such as Machado-
Joseph disease (Ataxin-3) or Huntington’s Disease (Htt).

31The need of a CPEB RBD to permit the formation of an aggregate could be of some
concern, because it has been shown that in yeast the N-terminus of ApCPEB occurs in
two dfferent states event if it is linked to the transcriptional activator of the glucocorticoid
receptor [75]. However, being the yeast system highly orthogonal compared to Aplysia
neurons, it probably lacks all the regulatory mechanisms which interfere in the aggregation
of the tested proteins.
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characterized the biophysics of ApCPEB aggregated. The aggregates ap-
pear to be reversible (at least in vitro) [82], and more interestingly, the prion
domain in the aggregate core appears to fold in a mixed β-strand (major con-
formation), α-helix and random coil (minor conformations, which are more
prone to regulation) [82].

With a split GFP experiment32, it has been shown that the aggregates
are formed through ApCPEB homopolimerization [33]. Moreover, it was seen
that the N-truncated form of ApCPEB, while not forming puncta de novo,
can enter pre-existing aggregates [33]. Using a photoconvertible GFP, Si and
colleagues have also shown that the aggregates undergo a slow molecular
turnover ex vivo33 and are thus self-sustaining and self-limiting [33]. Then,
they demonstrated that the number of the aggregates in the in vitro system
of the heterosynaptic facilitatory SN-MN synapse increases after stimulation
with five puffs of serotonin (a long-term facilitatory input), and that the
inhibition of aggregate formation through the injection in the stimulated
sensory neurons of anti-aggregated ApCPEB antibodies inhibits the synaptic
facilitation at 48h (but not at 24h) [33]. This is the first, and indeed elegant,
demonstration of the functional role of ApCPEB oligomers in the long term
facilitation of Aplysia neurons.

The group of Kandel have proposed a structural mechanism for ApCPEB
aggregation which involves the formation of coiled coil quaternary structures
[84]. A group of site-directed Q→P mutations in the N-terminus of ApCPEB,
that would annihilate the coiled-coil propensity of N-ApCPEB (Figure 1.8A)
induced the loss of the prion-like aggregation of the protein [84]. The coiled-
coil formation has been proposed by Kandel as a general mechanism for
the prion-like functional amyloid aggregation [85], however this claim is
hard to be extendable to the mammalian isoform CPEB3 (Figure 1.8C),

32In a split GFP experiment it is tested the interaction between two proteins: each
protein of study is fused to the N-terminus or the C-terminus of a fluorescent protein (e.g.
C-terminus of CFP and N-terminus of YFP). If an interaction between the two chimeric
proteins occurs, the two halves of the fluorescent protein would come close to reconstitute
the β-barrel of the sensor, which would eventually become fluorescent. Of course there is
a strong dependency on where the interaction occurs compared to where the fluorescent
domain is linked, and on whether the interaction is not disrupted by the chimerization.

33A few important considerations should be made while considering the apparent molec-
ular turnover of ApCPEB amyloid like aggregates. First of all, all these experiments are
made with high concentrations of the protein–so the aggregation dynamics could be arte-
factual, given the high amount of an aggregation-prone protein. Moreover, it is still not
clear whether the ‘big’ aggregates seen in [33] are the real functional aggregate, or rather
a superstructure of smaller, functional oligomers. In the latter case, the photoconversion
experiment would not demonstrate a turnover of ApCPEB in the functional amyloids,
but a different phenomenon of secondary aggregation and disaggregation in conditions of
protein overexpression.
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Figure 1.8: Coiled-coil propensity predictions of ApCPEB, Orb2B, moCPEB3 and
huCPEB3, using the COIL server (MTIDK, no weighting) [83]. The
low coiled-coil propensity of moCPEB3 was consistent after chang-
ing the prediction parameters. A window of 28 coiled-coil prone
aminoacids (red line) is, from a conservative point of view, the mini-
mum window to consider in order to get a likely prediction of coiled-
coils propensity.
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which has shown a physiological prion behavior in mice. In fact, similarly
to huCPEB3 (Figure 1.6), the moCPEB3 Q-rich N-terminus shows many
Proline-Glutamine rich regions which are not prone to significant coiled-coils
formation34.

1.2.3 CPEB2-like Drosophila protein Orb2 is a func-
tional prion

Drosophila Orb2 protein, unlike the other fly CPEB protein Orb, shows a
prion-prone N-terminus domain [33, 72, 86], which triggers the formation of
amyloid-like aggregates that are, again, self-sustainable, self-templating and
functionally correlated with LTM [33, 38].

The mushroom bodies and the biology of learning in Drosophila

Mushroom bodies (MBs) are a region of insect brain which have been impli-
cated in memory tasks [87, 88, 89] and in multisensory associative integration
[90, 91, 92]. They are anatomically composed of a calix, more or less extended
according to the species, and a peduncle, mainly composed of the axons of
the Kenyon cells (KCs), the most abundant intrinsic–i.e. MB-contained–cell
type of the MBs. The main circuitry of MBs involves an input from the
olfactory glomeruli in the antennal lobe (axons of projection neurons–PN)
to the KCs at the calix [87, 88, 92]. Each KC forms synapses with a limited
number of PNs (an average of ten [93]), and has typically a very low activity
compared to its upstream neurons: this high resistance to excitation makes
a KC a strong coincidence detector [87, 88] with low levels of noise. KCs re-
ceive adjunct inputs from an integrative structure called Lateral Horn35 and
other extrinsic populations, such as dopaminergic and octopaminergic neu-
rons, variously involved in the regulation of learning [88, 92]. KC, then, form
synapses with other structures of the brain, called lobes, which are divided
in five regions (α-, α′-, β-, β′-, and γ-lobes), and whose neurons mediate the
motor output from the MBs [89, 92] (Figure 1.9).

MBs have been linked to both olfactory pavlovian conditioning [88] and
to the long-term courtship suppression memory36. In particular, it has been

34Interestingly, the N-terminus of moCPEB3 is really similar to the mutated coiled-coil
inhibited N-terminus of ApCPEB.

35The Lateral Horn input is inhibitory (GABAergic) and probably has a fundamental
role in resetting the state of the KC network after the stimulus (the Lateral Horn receives
a PN excitatory input) in order to avoid spurious activity [93, 94].

36The long-term courtship suppression memory is a peculiar multimodal learning
paradigm, where a male fruitfly, previously exposed to a mated, nonreceptive female,
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Figure 1.9: Anatomy of Drosophila Mushroom Bodies, and of the connected lobe
regions. AL: antennal lobe, PN: projection neurons, MB: mushroom
body, LH: lateral horn, dAC: dorsal accessory calix, vAC: ventral ac-
cessory calix (Kenyon cells to the γ-lobe). From [92].

shown that the pherormone signaling which mediated courtship learning in-
volved the activity of a group of dopaminergic neurons towards the DR1
receptors of γ-lobe neurons [91]. Another molecular process which has been
found to be fundamental for MB-based learning is the rise of secondary mes-
senger cAMP, which occurs in KC after an optopamine, a dopamine, or an
odor stimulus [88]. In order to get an olfactory conditioning the odor stimu-
lus should occur before the octopamine/monoamine stimulation [88], but at
the same time there are strong evidences for plasticity to occur at the KC
axon bouton [88]. Indeed, there is an important spatial problem involved
here, because while the octopaminergic stimulation occurs at the calix level,
the distance of the facilitation site (that is, the KC axon terminus) is not
sustainable by the simple diffusion of, for instance, cAMP [88].

A tight regulation of Orb2 aggregation

A fundamental difference with the ApCPEB system is that the orb2 gene
undergoes alternative splicing and many Orb2 isoforms are produced [72]–of
these, two proteins of interest are the isoform A (Orb2A) and B (Orb2B) [33,
72, 86] (Figure 1.10 C). In particular, Orb2B is the most abundant isoform
in the cell, is widely diffused and shows no or little aggregation propensity,
while Orb2A is little expressed, is locally translated and aggregates quickly
in proteinase- and SDS-resistant puncta [33]. It has been shown that Orb2A
mediates the local aggregation of Orb2B after synaptic stimulation, thus

learns to inhibit its courtship behavioral program when exposed again to a mated female–
but not when exposed to a virgin one [72].
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forming a heteromeric37 Orb2 aggregate [33, 86].
The aggregation propensity of Orb2A makes this isoform a potential bur-

den for the cell proteostasis and thus the Orb2A local level is strictly regu-
lated by the cell through a finely-tuned translation-degradation equilibrium
[95]. Indeed, the half-life of the Orb2A isoform is short38 (about 1.2 hours)
However, the activity-mediated binding of Orb2 with its partner39 Tob sta-
bilizes Orb2A, through the interaction of the complex with the Lim kinase, a
protein which is translated locally at the synapse after synaptic activity [95].
It is reasonable to believe that phospho-Orb2A, being more stable than naive
Orb2A, can accumulate after a significant synaptic stimulation and thus it
would be able to undergo its prion-like conformational modification and to
aggregate.

A further level of regulation of Orb2A occurs at the mRNA level. The
group of Kausik Si has noticed that the Orb2A mRNA occurs in two distinct
species: an intron-retaining non protein-coding mRNA, and a mature protein
coding (pc) mRNA [97]. There are evidences for a local splicing40 of the non
protein-coding mRNA after synaptic activity, and this process seems to be
mediated by the protein NOVA [97].

Orb2 aggregates and long-term memory

Orb2 aggregates have been directly linked to long-term memory. A mu-
tant Orb2A isoform (F5Y) shows defects in Orb2A amyloid-like oligomer-
ization and Orb2 aggregation [38]. Mutant orb2 F5Y/F5Y flies show impaired
courtship learning and olfactory avoidance long-term memories [38]. The
two Orb2 isoforms have complementary roles in LTM-related tasks. In fact,
Drosophila mutants with a defective Orb2B RNA-binding domain (RBD)
show no LTM–when Orb2A RBD mutants show normal LTM [86]. On the
contrary, Orb2A Q-rich N-domain is significantly involved in LTM, while
Orb2B prion-like domain is not [86]–yet a residual LTM is present in Orb2A
IDD-deleted fly mutants, suggesting a minor role for activity-dependent Orb2B
homomeric aggregation in Orb2 aggregate formation. In a way, the Orb2 sys-

37This is a nice mechanistic homology with the ApCPEB system: a N-terminus trun-
cated form of ApCPEB can enter pre-existing aggregates and recombine the splitted GFP
(see note 32) [33].

38The half-life assay of Orb2 isoforms has been done with an in vitro proteolysis assay
using the protein translation blocker cycloheximide and subsequent western blot [95].

39Interestingly, also the mouse holomolog of Tob (Tob1) is an interactor of mouse CPEB3
[95, 96].

40Interestingly, the mammalian CPEB3 mRNA retains a ribozime sequence which has
been shown to self-cleave itself [98], and the self-cleaving propensity has been shown to be
important for episodic memory in humans [70].
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tem suggests that the underlying processes of the prion-like aggregation in
ApCPEB (and in mouse CPEB3) are functionally separated.

It has been shown that the Orb2 aggregation occurs downstream the acti-
vation of the dopamine DRD1-type receptor [71], which would likely increase
the local concentration of cAMP and the PKA activity. It is nice to notice the
fact that the DRD1 signaling in γ lobe neurons has been previously involved
in pherormone-mediated courtship learning in Drosophila [91]. It has been
shown that, after the IDD-mediated aggregation of Orb2(B), the protein ag-
gregate interaction surface changes, and Orb2 becomes a bad interactor of
the translation-inhibiting protein CG13928, while gaining affinity41 towards
the translation-promoting partner CG4612 [100]. The released mRNAs could
then be involved in synaptic facilitation via multiple parallel processes: many
mRNAs which are supposed to interact with Orb2 are involved in synaptic
growth and functions [78]. So a single aggregation event could regulate the
dynamics of the local proteome (and thus interactome) simultaneously at the
level of many network nodes, potentially providing a significant long-lasting
change in the local properties of the synapse.

Is Orb2 pre-synaptic or post-synaptic?

The complexity to coherently join the molecular cues for learning, and the
structural circuitry of mushroom body could be simplified by the Orb2 sys-
tem. First of all, Orb2 is expressed in the Kenyon cells [38], and in this
region of MBs the protein can be both pre- and post-synaptic [71, 101]. The
functional aggregation of Orb2 occurs in a discrete time window42, and an
Orb2 aggregate would be probably localized in a specific branch of the KC
axon. So, when dealing with the olfactory aversion conditioning, which in-
volves the activation of a population of dopaminergic neurons innervating
the α/β and α′/β′ neurons [88, 102], together with the inhibition of γ lobe
neurons [103], Orb2 could be the missing link between 1) the cAMP43 rise
in KC, and the likely production of PRPs which can later be ‘captured’ and
translated by the Orb2 aggregate, 2) the odour-specific elaboration of the
learned inputs, without the need of multiple parallel groups of KC carrying
the same information to distinct regions of the lobes, which would require
a facilitation at the PN-KC synapse to diminish the amount of needed KC

41The idea that amyloid-like aggregates can become new hubs of local interaction net-
work is not new in the field of protein aggregation studies [99].

42As it will be seen in Chapter 4, it is reasonable to suppose that the functional amyloid
aggregation acts as an intrinsic time integrator through a minutes-wide time window.

43A suspicious parallelism with Aplysia system would suggest a cAMP-PKA-CREB
mediated pathway in KC [104].
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cell types, 3) some evidences of pre-synaptic facilitation in olfactory aversion
learning paradigms [88].

When dealing with the courtship learning memory problem, however,
Orb2 is interestingly required in γ lobe neurons [72]. The courtship learn-
ing deficit of the orb2−/− fruitfly is rescued by the expression of Orb2 in
γ neurons, but not in α/β or α′/β′ neurons [72]. Given that the Orb2A
isoform–which is necessary for Orb2 aggregation–has been found in the post-
synaptic compartment of the γ lobe neurons44 [71], it can be stated that in
courtship avoidance learning there is a great importance for post-synaptic
local translation. Moreover, the post-synaptic Orb2 system would guarantee
a strong specificity of the elicited γ lobe output response, even if a single γ
neuron would reasonably synapse with a lot of different KCs–which would be
activated by many different odorants thus meaning a lot of potential noise45.

1.2.4 Perspectives: functional prions in mammals

The functional prion-like aggregation is not an exclusive phenomenon for in-
vertebrate brains. Indeed, it has been recently demonstrated that the mouse
protein CPEB3, a mammalian CPEB2-like isoform, shows a functional amy-
loid behavior [76, 105] that correlates with in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo
long-term plasticity [12].

Mouse CPEB3 shows a glutamine-rich N-terminus, which is however more
complex compared to Orb2A or ApCPEB ones (Figure 1.10 A): there are a
Q-rich region (aa 1-33) close to a Q/P-rich region (aa 33-103, see page 34),
a regulatory region (aa 128-284) which shows S-rich, Q/P-rich, and S/A-
rich regions with a certain propensity to form α-helix secondary structures,
and a long unstructured α-helix prone region (aa 285-449) [76]. The use of
progressive N-truncated isoforms determined the role of the different portions
of CPEB3 N-terminus (Figure 1.10 B), in particular the first 127 amino
acids (high-Q percentage) are necessary for the aggregate seeding, but not
sufficient for the aggregate cytoplasmic inheritance, aa 128-284 are involved
in the regulation of the aggregate and its localization, and aa 285-449 are

44Indeed, Orb2A has been found also at the active zones of KCs [38, 71], but the pre-
synaptic contibution, while being probably fundamental for olfaction avoidance memory–
which is influenced by Orb2 expression [38], seems to be less important for the courtship
avoidance memory, maybe because the courtship avoidance is a multi-modal learning task
[72, 91]. The only partial dependence of courtship avoidance learning and memory from
olfaction stimuli has a neuroanatomical substrate in the probably multimodal inputs from
the ventral accessory calix (Figure 1.9) to the γ lobe [92].

45However, it should be always kept in mind the important role of neural network mod-
ules [92] in regulating the properties of the MB system, such as signal-to-noise ratio and
others, as it can be seen through neural networks modeling [94].
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Figure 1.10: A) SMART scheme of mouse CPEB3: low complexity regions and
most abundant aminoacid are shown in fucsia. RRM: CPEB RNA
Recognition Motif. B) Scheme of moCPEB3 N-terminus domain sub-
characterization. From [76]. C) Scheme of the two isoforms of Orb2
protein. From [72]. D) The main post-translational modifications
of CPEB3 protein (in particular SUMOylation) make it suspiciously
similar to the Orb2A-Orb2B system.

involved in cytoplasmic inheritance46 [76]. Interestingly, there seems to be a
probable role for the globular RBD of CPEB3 in its prion-like function47 [76].
Moreover, Stephan and colleagues have found that the CPEB3 aggregation
need the presence of polymerized actin48, and that there is a positive feedback
loop between CPEB3 aggregation and CPEB3-dependent actin mRNA local
translation [76].

Dendritic CPEB3 translation has been associated to neuron stimulation
in vitro, to LTP induction in slice, and to the behavioral Morris water maze
test in vivo [12]. A high increase of CPEB3 oligomerization has been shown
to occur in vivo after a contextual fear conditioning, compared to the control
mice [12]. The group of Eric Kandel has also found that conditional knock-

46These residues are probably rich in α-helix secondary structures, so it is possible that
they could form non canonical coiled-coil loops [106], which would mediate the inheritance
of the conformational change.

47This was seen with progressive C-truncated CPEB3 constructs expressed in yeast, and
it is coherent with the specificity of ApCPEB N-terminus aggregation only when linked
to the RBDs of CPEB family which was found in Aplysia [33].

48The treatment of CPEB3-expressing yeast cells with the actin depolymerizing drug
latrunculin A determined the non-formation of CPEB3 aggregates [76].
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out mice for CPEB3 show an impaired hippocampal function49, which can
be rescued through restoring CPEB3, but not N-truncated CPEB3 [12].

A companion paper from Drisaldi and colleagues shows that the naive
CPEB3 pool is post-translationally modified through SUMOylation [105].
SUMO-CPEB3 is soluble50 in the cellular context, and forms only small-
sized detergent-resistant aggregates in vitro, compared to a normal CPEB3
solution [105]. The SUMOylation level of CPEB3 decreases after synap-
tic activity, thus probably causing CPEB3 aggregation, however the SUMO2
protein is itself regulated by CPEB3 so a negative feedback loop seems to self-
regulate CPEB3 aggregation [105]. The structural similarity that a SUMO-
N-CPEB3 protein has with the Orb2B protein isoform (Figure 1.10 C and D)
is noticeable, so it could be reasonable to suppose that CPEB3 would form
the amyloid aggregation seed, while SUMO-CPEB3 aggregates transiently
through CPEB3*/SUMO-CPEB3 interactions. Strikingly, it has been shown
that CPEB3 aggregates are not long-lived (compared to ApCPEB and Orb2
ones), but there are evidences for the maintenance of a highly stable aggre-
gation seed [12].

The discovery of an evolutionarily conserved prion-like behavior of CPEB
proteins opens a lot of exciting possibilities both at the level of basic biology
of the neuron51 and of pathology. From the study of how a neuron can handle
a dangerous, albeit functional, molecular entity such as an amyloid, a deeper
understanding on the molecular mechanisms of protein aggregation and new
strategies to treat pathological amyloidosis would surely arise in the future.

49For example, it is known that CPEB3 regulates the activity dependent translation of
GluA1 and GluA2 subunits of AMPA receptors [12, 77].

50Interestingly, SUMOylation is a conserved process of solubilization for aggregation-
prone and amyloidogenic proteins, such as Ataxin3 [107].

51For instance, prion-like aggregation could be able to reconcile many different hypothe-
ses for memory formation, such as the synaptic re-entry reinforcement hypothesis or the
synaptic tag and capture hypothesis [71].



Chapter 2

The protein
aggregation-dependent
plasticity model

2.1 Self-sustaining protein aggregation gen-

eral model

Let’s now consider a general equation of local monomer production (the
limiting species being in this case Orb2A) which includes the functions of
local translation and local degradation:(

∂[M ]

∂t

)
production

= ktr(~r, t) ρ(~r, t)− kdeg(~r, t) [M ](~r, t) (2.1)

where the ktr(~r, t) function describes the translation rate in space and time,
kdeg(~r, t) the degradation rate, ρ(~r, t) the local amount of Orb2A mRNA and
[M ](~r, t) the local concentration of the monomeric protein.

Let’s now add a dependency of the monomer concentration on the synap-
tic activity. I assume that the monomer is produced locally after the synaptic
stimulus, according to a function of the synaptic stimulus itself:

(
∂[M ]

∂t

)
production

= ktr(~r, t, σ) ρ(~r, t) − kdeg(~r, σ, t) [M ](~r, t). (2.2)

where σ is the synaptic stimulation time course.
The protein monomer is thus accumulated in a certain time window,

which is governed by the parameters of the σ(t) function. The accumula-
tion favors the transition to an aggregation-active state, that for Orb2 could

29
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be the formation of an Orb2A oligomeric nucleation seed and for ApCPEB
could consist in the transition to the prion-like state. It is reasonable to
assume that, in the cell, these molecular mechanisms are strictly regulated
in a synaptic-activity dependent fashion: Orb2A is stabilized by interaction
proteins like Tob and LimK [95] and it is possible that ApCPEB prion tran-
sition is locally regulated by synaptic activity-activated proteins (such as
chaperones).

∂[M∗]

∂t
= kconv(~r, t, σ) [M ](~r, t, σ) − kdeconv(~r, t, σ) [M∗](~r, t) (2.3)

where the kconv(~r, t) function describes the activation rate evolution, kdeg(~r, t)
describes the rate of exit from the aggregation-prone state and [M∗](~r, t) is
defined as the concentration of monomer molecules that are in the aggregation-
prone state.

When a certain amount of monomer protein enters the aggregation-prone
state, it is likely that this seed catalyzes the prion-like conversion and thus
the aggregation of more monomers:

∂[O]

∂t
= kagg(~r, t, [M

∗]) [M∗](~r, t, σ) − ktur(~r, t, σ) [O](~r, t) (2.4)

where [O] is the amount of monomers in aggregated state–regardless whether
they form many short polymers, or few long ones, kagg is the rate of ag-
gregation and ktur is the aggregate turnover rate. It is also plausible that
the prion-like conversion rate is a function of the aggregation state kconv =
kconv(..., [O]).

It has been shown that the size of ApCPEB aggregates in Aplysia cells
is kept quite constant [33], suggesting that there are mechanisms regulat-
ing locally the aggregation efficiency and providing a feedback mechanism
limiting the size and number of aggregates to a maximum. It is reasonable
to extend this reasoning to other functional aggregates. This would be due
to aggregate-dependent changes in the disgregation functions so that ktur =
ktur(..., [O]), and/or in the levels of free monomer itself ([M ] = [M ](..., [O])) –
in the case of Orb2 aggregate. This is plausible because Orb2 RBP regulates
also its own mRNA [78].

It is now possible to write the general equations which describe the dy-
namics of a self-sustaining and self-limiting protein aggregate:

∂[M ]

∂t
= ktr(~r, t, σ) ρ(~r, t) − kdeg(~r, σ, t) [M ](~r, t)

−kconv(~r, t, σ, [O]) [M ](~r, t, σ) + kdeconv(~r, t, σ) [M∗](~r, t)
(2.5)
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∂[M∗]

∂t
= kconv(~r, t, σ, [O]) [M ](~r, t, σ) − kdeconv(~r, t, σ) [M∗](~r, t)

−kagg(~r, t, [M∗]) [M∗](~r, t, σ) + ktur(~r, t, σ) [O](~r, t)
(2.6)

∂[O]

∂t
= kagg(~r, t, [M

∗]) [M∗](~r, t, σ) − ktur(~r, t, σ) [O](~r, t) (2.7)

The aggregate [O] is the main output of the system, which affects the synaptic
efficiency through the regulation of the local translation.

2.2 Protein-aggregation dependent synaptic

rule (Orb2-inspired)

In order to model, in a first approximation, Orb2 aggregation I assume a se-
ries of conditions, starting from the previous general model. The first one is
to consider the synapse as a punctiform compartment neglecting space vari-
ables and that there is no diffusion of the Orb2A protein outside the synapse.
The second assumption is that the number of Orb2A mRNA molecules lo-
cally available for translation are constant; this is justified by growing evi-
dence about a Orb2A mRNA post-transcriptional transition from a somatic
non-protein coding to a local protein-coding form, which likely occurs at
stimulated synapses thanks to the splicing mediator Nova [97]. From these
conditions it comes that the studied variables are only functions of time and
their variation is a total derivative according to t. The third hypothesis is
that the aggregation seed is composed of Orb2A oligomers [71, 86, 95], while
the Orb2 mature aggregate is composed of the Orb2B isoform and, once
formed, is completely self-sustaining. So, in the Orb2-inspired model, Equa-
tions 2.5 and 2.6 are not linked through the conservation of the monomer
species. In partial accordance with Equation 2.6, I assume an (indirect)
cross-dependence between the levels of oligomeric Orb2A and Orb2B aggre-
gate. Again, I am considering the aggregate form to be a general state of the
protein, without considering the number and/or the size of each individual
aggregate. A fundamental assumption for the Orb2 model is that the Orb2A
oligomer forms a seed for the further Orb2B aggregation [38, 71, 86, 95] and
that–once Orb2 aggregate is grown to a certain level–the Orb2 oligomer be-
comes self-sustaining and invariant to the Orb2A seed presence. The Orb2A
oligomer is thus possibly a synaptic tag to commit the activated synapse to
long-term facilitation [71]. Interestingly, a monoaminergic secondary activity
is needed for the further consolidation of memory [71, 91] (i.e. in the Orb2
system, the Orb2B isoform aggregation).
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Let’s assume that the local translation of Orb2A depends on the synaptic
activity, according to the following equation:

df(σ, t)

dt
= kon σ(t)− koff f(σ, t) (2.8)

thus, the system response to the synaptic activity (in this case modeled as a
binary function σ(t), which could be associated with the ON state of a min-
imum amount of the local monoamine channel population) grows with a kon

constant and becomes saturated and unresponsive with a koff rate. The local
levels of Orb2A monomer increase after synaptic activity [38, 95] and this
growth is regulated by the stabilizing effect of Tob/LimK-mediated phos-
phorylation of Orb2A and by the destabilization of phosphorylated Orb2A
interacting protein Tob [95]: the superposition of these processes likely iden-
tifies a time window for synaptic accumulation and oligomerization of Orb2A.
Also, if Orb2A is to be considered a synaptic tag, it is likely that the Orb2A
production should become insensitive to further synaptic activity after the
long-term consolidation of memory–or the formation of Orb2B amyloid-like
oligomer which potentially ensures an indefinitely long-lived synaptic facili-
tation.

The Equation 2.9 tries to include the described properties of Orb2A trans-
lation:

d[A]

dt
= αtr [ρ]A f(σ, t) Θ1→0

B∗ − αdeg [A] (2.9)

where αtr is the local translation rate of Orb2A, [ρ]A is the concentration of
Orb2A mRNA–assumed to be constant, αdeg is the local degradation rate
and Θ1→0

B∗ (B∗) is a Heaviside-like continuous function which assumes values
close to zero when the amount of Orb2 aggregate approaches a threshold
value [B]θ,A and close to one for smaller values.

Orb2A has a strong intrinsic tendency to aggregation [38], so I ignore the
transition to an aggregation prone state of the monomer (Equation 2.3) and
directly model the Orb2A aggregation:

d[A∗]

dt
= αagg [A]− αex [A∗] (2.10)

where αagg is the aggregation rate and αex is the aggregate exit rate. Applying
the conservation of Orb2A species to Equations 2.9 and 2.10, I obtain:

d[A]

dt
= αtr [ρ]A f(σ, t) Θ1→0

B∗ − αdeg [A]− αagg [A] + αex [A∗] (2.11)

The Orb2A/Orb2B hetero-oligomerization, which initiates the formation
of Orb2 aggregates that correlate with long-term memory, depends on both
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the presence of an Orb2A aggregation seed [38, 86] (i.e. oligomer) and of
synaptic stimulation [71]. Given that the translation-dependent L-LTM is not
induced by an intensive (i.e. non-spaced) training [108] and that Drosophila
Orb2-dependent LTM easily occurs after a series of stimulations and recover-
ies [72], a good candidate for this synaptic activity is the hour-long rhythmic
dopaminergic stimulation seen by Plaais and colleagues after spaced learning
[109], which has been shown to inhibit anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM)
and thus to gate LTM [109]. It has been shown–at least for Aplysia CPEB
amyloid-like aggregates–that the dimensions of the higher-order aggregates
(also called puncta) are kept at a steady level [33], with a turnover rate
of about 20% in 48h. This steady-state behavior could be applied also to
Orb2. Also, Orb2 aggregate self-sustaining steady state appears to be inde-
pendent of the presence of Orb2A–after reaching the mature state. In order
to model this complex behavior, I consider a first simplification: both the
mRNA and the protein of Orb2B are present at high levels in the cytoplasm,
so I assume the translated non-aggregated Orb2B isoform is kept constant at
the dendrite level, because the local levels of the protein are instantaneously
buffered against a much larger somatic reservoir.

The proposed equation for Orb2B aggregation is the following:

d[B∗]

dt
= βagg g(σ, t) Θ0→1

A∗ Θ1→0
B∗ + βex (Θ0→1

B∗ − 1) [B] (2.12)

where [B]* is the amount of Orb2B in aggregated state, βagg is the Orb2A
seed-dependent aggregation rate and includes the (constant) Orb2B monomer
level, βex rules the aggregate dissociation when the oligomer does not reach
the steady level and g(σ) is the synapse reaction to a (binary) synaptic stim-
ulation. Θ1→0

B∗ (B∗) is a Heaviside-like continuous function which assumes val-
ues close to zero when the amount of Orb2 aggregate approaches a thresh-
old value [B]θ,BA and close to one for smaller values: that is, the growth
of Orb2B aggregate becomes independent to Orb2A seed after reaching a
threshold value. An analogous behavior, but opposite, is true for Θ0→1

B∗ (B∗)
(self-sustaining steady state at [B∗]θ,BB) and Θ0→1

A∗ (A∗) (responsiveness to
the Orb2A oligomer [A∗]θ,min). The Equation 2.12 does not take into ac-
count the possible weak homoinduced Orb2B aggregation, which has been
hypothesized in order to explain the residual LTM observed in Orb2A-only
defective flies [86]. Since it is not been established which are the stimu-
lation dependent parameters of functions f(σ) and g(σ), let’s assume that
f(σ) = g(σ) and that Orb2A and Orb2B are both responsive to the same
dopaminergic stimulus σ(t).
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Figure 2.1: Plot of synaptic efficiency variation (% ratio to ∆εmax) according to
aggregate Orb2B concentration (arbitrary units). a=5, b=2.

2.3 Facilitation rule

The PADP synaptic rule states that the synaptic efficiency scales with the
amount of Orb2B aggregate; as I modeled the aggregation, after reaching an
activity-dependent threshold the aggregate self-templates itself. These con-
ditions imply an all-or-nothing response of the synapse: if a salient condition
has been presented for enough time to trigger the formation of an amyloid
aggregate, after a reasonable time interval between the aggregation and the
consequent translational activation of pro-plasticity factors (called here la-
tency time τ), the synapse will make a transition to a higher efficiency stable
state. I modeled the PADP synaptic efficiency update with a sigmoidal func-
tion (Figure 2.1) because it has a steep upper-bounded behavior that is
well-suited for the postulated almost two-state plasticity rule,

∆ε(t) =
∆εmax√

1 + e−a (B∗
τ−b)

(2.13)

where ∆εmax is the maximal ∆EPSP (Excitatory Post-synaptic Potential)
found at the synapse after an experimental facilitation protocol, a, b and c
are the parameters that regulate the sigmoid function behavior, B∗τ is the
composed function [B∗] ◦ T where

T : t ∈ R −→ t− τ ∈ R . (2.14)

In this way, also the latency time between the aggregation trigger and the
facilitation onset is taken into account.



Chapter 3

Simulation of ordinary
differential equations using
Simulink R©

Given a system of first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs), the
analytic solution is often not available, so the numerical approach is the best
choice to get an approximation of the solving solution. Simulink R© is an
environment for graphical programming developed by MathWorks R©, which
can be used to easily analyze and simulate dynamical systems.

An example of first-order ordinary differential equation is an equation of
the form

df(t)

dt
= a(t) · f(t) + b(t) (3.1)

(it could be easily seen that this equation is similar to the Equation 2.8). A
Simulink R©block programming of Equation 3.1 is like the following

where, in particular, a(t) = −1 and b(t) = sin (t). It could be seen that there
is a fulcrum in the whole representation: the algebraic summation block

35
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Figure 3.1: The Euler method is an easy, but less accurate, way to approximate
the result function of a ODE. From [113].

which receives inputs from the b(t) block and the a·f(t) integration loop1,
and gives its output back to the numerical integration block.

Simulink R© gives the possibility to choose between various integration
methods: two methods which are commonly used in theoretical neuroscience
are the Euler method and the derived Runge-Kutta method [110, 111, 112].

The Euler method The Euler method is probably the easiest method to
estimate the behavior of an ODE

f(xn+1) = f(xn) + h · g(xn, f(xn)), where xn+1 = xn + h (3.2)

that is, the function f(x) is calculated in n+1 points on the x-axis with
distance h, and at each point the function is approximated iteratively using
adding h times the increase given by the tangent of the function in that
point (Figure 3.1). The Euler method, even if commonly used in various
simulations where the estimations could bear an error of the first order [93],
is not very accurate2 and could even show instabilities with stiff equations3

[113].

1It is easily understandable that the loop takes the output from the summation block
(namely, df/dt), integrates it through numerical integration (

∫
df/dtdt=f(t)) and the out-

put undergoes a scalar product with a(t)–in case of a(t) being constant, or elementwise
product otherwise–before getting subtracted to the updated df/dt.

2The error is of the O(h2) order (i.e. the first order), that is if h=0.1 the error is of the
order of 1% for each step!

3An ODE shows stiffness when its solution shows two very different behaviors (i.e. a
reverse exponential rapidly going to zero and a ‘standard’ reverse exponential) for the
same variable. For more details see [113].
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Figure 3.2: The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is a standard simulation
method for ODEs. From [113].

The Runge-Kutta method The idea underlying the Runge-Kutta method
is to extend the accuracy of the Euler method (and thus to lessen the error)
through the use of virtual points where to calculate the derivative, and then
to use the intermediate steps to get the approximation [113]. The positions of
the virtual midpoints should be so as to eliminate the lower order components
of the error. For the second-order Runge-Kutta (RK) method, for example,
the evaluation is made using the exact midpoint4 of the Euler method:

k1 = h · g(xn, f(xn)) (3.3)

f(xn+1) + h · g(xn +
h

2
, f(xn) +

k1

2
), wherexn+1 = xn + k. (3.4)

The error of the approximation is O(h3), that is defined as a second-order5

error. A higher-order6 RK method can be extended with the proper modi-
cations to a fourth order formula [114]:

k1 = h · g(x, f(xn)) (3.5)

k2 = h · g(xn +
h

2
, f(xn) +

k1

2
(3.6)

4For this reason the second order Runge-Kutta method is also called midpoint method
[113].

5In general an error of the n-order is given when the approximation on the variable x
is cut at O(xn+1).

6As William Press and colleagues pointed out in [113], a higher order of error does
not necessarily mean a better accuracy from a mathematical point of view and a general
point of view. There are specific features in the approximated functions which determine
whether a fourth-order RK method gives better accuracy than the midpoint method, so
the association higher order/higher accuracy is often valid, but surely not always.
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k3 = h · g(xn +
h

2
, f(xn) +

k2

2
) (3.7)

k4 = h · g(xn + h, f(xn) + k3) (3.8)

f(xn+1) = f(xn) +
k1

6
+
k2

3
+
k3

3
+
k4

6
, wherexn+1 = xn + k. (3.9)

Obviously, a fourth order RK method have a O(h5) error per step and un-
dergoes four steps of function derivation (Figure 3.2).

Simulation of ODEs using Simulink R© Given the following simple or-
dinary differential equation

df(t)

dt
= −f(t) + sin (t) (3.10)

which was represented in the scheme at page 35, it would be easy to find
that the analytic solution–with starting condition f(t = 0) = 0–is7

f(t) =
e−t

2
+

sin(t)

2
− cos(t)

2
. (3.11)

7The Equation 3.10 is a first-order, non homogeneous, linear differential equation.
Here’s a simple derivation through notation abuse:

df(t)

dt
= −f(t) + sin(t)

Let’s solve the associated homogeneous equation

df(t)

dt
= −f(t)⇒ df(t)

f(t)
= −dt⇒

∫
df(t)

f(t)
= −

∫
dt

ln (f(t)) + χ = −t+ τ, −χ+ τ = ln (c)⇒ f(t) = c e−t

Let’s rearrange the non homogeneous equation:

df(t)

dt
+ f(t) = sin(t)

a guess of the solution can be made with the equation

f(t) = c e−t +A sin(t) +B cos(t)

the substitution of the guess inside Equation 3.10 gives the values A = 1
2 and B = − 1

2 .
Now let’s put the starting condition:

f(t = 0) = c e0 +
sin(0)

2
− cos(0)

2
= 0⇒ c =

1

2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Simulations of the Equation 3.10 using different methods, compared
to the analytic solution (Equation 3.11). (a) Using a step of h=1
evidences the limited accuracy of Euler method compared to higher-
order Runge-Kutta methods, however when (b) the algorithm step
becomes smaller h=0.1 each method gives as good an approximation
as the others.
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The Figure 3.3 summarize what it has been said so far about the different
methods for ODEs simulation. First, it can be easily seen that the behavior of
the simulations resemble closely the behavior of the exact solution. Moreover,
it is visible that the correspondence between the order of the method and the
accuracy of the simulation is strongly dependent8 on the chosen h step (see
also the note 6, page 37): a ‘sufficiently small’ h parameter would permit to
use the Euler method and still to get a satisfyingly accurate result.

Now let’s consider a more complex derivation of the Equation 3.1, such
as the following

which would be described by the following equation:

df(t)

dt
= −f(t) + chirp(t) + 1 (3.12)

where chirp(t)+1 is a linear chirp function9 with constant amplitude and
which assumes always positive values. The Equation 3.12 would be a bit
cumbersome to be solved analytically (if ever an exact solution exists), how-
ever its solution could be easily approximated using Simulink R© numerical
computing.

8Of course this is true only when non-pathological and non-stiff equations are consid-
ered.

9A chirp signal is a sinusolidal function whose instantaneous frequency changes from
a start value ν0 to an end value ν1 in a time T [115]. In a linear chirp function the
instantaneous frequency is described by the function

ν(t) = ν0 +
ν1 − ν0
T

t

.
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Figure 3.4: Approximated solution of the Equation 3.12: ν0 = 0.2Hz, ν1 = 1Hz
T = 100s, fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with 0.01s time step.

The function plotted in Figure 3.4 shows two opposite moments of growth
(led by the periodic function chirp(t)+1) and of relaxation (led by −f(t)). It
is quite understandable that a system such the one generated by the general
equation

df(t)

dt
= −|a(t)|f(t) + period(t) (3.13)

where period(t) is a periodic function, could present a situation where |a(t)|f(t) =
period(t). This property of the differential equation is called averaging [116],
and usually occurs when period(t) shows a frequency which is bigger than a
peculiar threshold frequency. From a signal processing point of view, when a
system does averaging it roughly acts as a low-pass filter, so it increases the
signal-to-noise ratio–but only if the noise shows a high-frequency populated
power spectrum!

It would thus be of some interest to analyze the frequency-response prop-
erties of the PADP master equations (Equations 2.11 and 2.12), in order to
check whether any low-pass filtering or averaging phenomenon occurs10.

10A thoughtful reader could now ask why in this paragraph I just dealt with single
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Implementation of the PADP equations The dynamic system that
compose the PADP model (Equations 2.11 and 2.12) has been implemented
in Simulink R© according to the model shown in Figure 3.5. It can be seen
that some components of the graphic model have been grouped together in
an independent sub-model for many different reasons. The Orb2A aggrega-
tion (Figure 3.6A) is a ‘not-necessary step’ for the global functioning of the
model11 so the aggregation-related blocks can be clustered in a sub-group.
The Heaviside-like functions (Figure 3.6B) can be logically considered a single
block, so the grouping is just relevant to this purpose, while it is reasonable
to separate the stimulation function (Figure 3.6C), whose form is chosen by
the user12, from the rest of the model.

ODE property analysis, and not with the analysis of dynamic systems–given that in the
PADP model [A] = [A](σ, [B∗], [A∗] and [B∗] = [B∗]([A∗], σ). The main point about this
problem, apart from the high level of complexity in studying the properties of non-linear
dynamic systems, is that the peculiar switch-like nature of the Heaviside functions that
mediate the relationship between [A] and [B∗] likely reduces their reciprocal influence.
Actually, each equation which presents a Heaviside-like function could be substituted with
a system of two equations and two conditions on the levels of the other protein–with the
drawback of acquiring a point of discontinuity. So it is reasonable to claim that a great
amount of properties of the Orb2 system could be studied at the level of the single master
equation, though without neglecting the possible emergent properties that occur from the
interaction of each equation which composes the model.

11Indeed, if one considered the aggregation propensity of Orb2A to be so high that every
monomer enters immediately and permanently in an aggregate, the Orb2A aggregation
step would be unnecessary, and the properties of the PADP model would barely change.

12For the PADP simulations I opted for a simple RC-like system, as in Equation 2.8,
but it could be arbitrarily different.
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Figure 3.6: Scheme of A) the Orb2A aggregation subsystem, B) a Heaviside-like
threshold function, and C) the function of synaptic activity f(σ(t)).



Chapter 4

Properties of the model

4.1 Numerical simulations

Numerical simulations of Equations 2.10, 2.12 and 4.1 were made using a
Runge-Kutta fourth-order algorithm with an integration time step of 0.001
seconds and the parameters shown in Table 4.1. The Heaviside-like func-
tions which were used for the simulations are continuous stepped functions:

Θ0→1
[A∗] ([A

∗]) =
1√

1 + e−α([A∗]−[A∗]θ,min)
(4.1)

Θ0→1
[B∗] ([B

∗] =
1√

1 + e−β([B∗]−[B∗]θ)
(4.2)

Θ1→0
[B∗] ([B

∗]) =
1√

1 + eβ([B∗]−[B∗]θ)
(4.3)

where α, β ∈ N : α, β � 1 in order to get a steep transition at the threshold
and [B∗]θ = [B∗]θ,A = [B∗]θ,BA = [B∗]θ,BB because I assume only one level of
Orb2 aggregate-dependent regulation of Orb2A and Orb2B aggregation.

The stimulation pattern σ(t) was a unit square wave function with 30%
duty cycle and period T=5s. (The duty cycle of a square stimulus is the ratio
of the period which is occupied by the stimulation.)

I then tested the model in order to assess: 1) the sensitivity to the length
of the stimulation–that is, a short, spurious stimulation shouldn’t trigger the
long term facilitation–and 2) the self-limited growth even after a continuous
stimulation. Figure 4.1 shows a simulation with 4000 s of stimulation time
(a physiological-like contest) and the self-limiting behavior is visible. Fig-
ure 4.2 shows a simulation with 2000 s of stimulation time: since Orb2A levels
haven’t reached a sufficient level to form the aggregation seed, no aggregated
Orb2B forms. Figure 4.3 shows a simulation with continuous stimulation:
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Numerical values of parameters

kon 1 Hz koff 0.7 Hz

αtr · [ρ]A 0.005 units
s

αdeg 0.002 Hz

αagg 0.008 Hz αex 0.001 Hz

[A∗]θ 3 units

βagg 0.1 units
s

βex 0.0004 Hz

[B∗]θ 3 units

α 50 β 50

Table 4.1: Parameters of Orb2 model used in numerical simulations.

Figure 4.1: Simulation of the aggregation levels of Orb2B (blue) and Orb2A
(green) with 4000s of binary square stimulation (T=5s, duty cycle
30%).
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Figure 4.2: Simulation of the aggregation levels of Orb2B (blue) and Orb2A
(green) with 2000s of binary square stimulation (T=5s, duty cycle
30%).

the aggregated Orb2B level reaches a steady-state dimension similar to the
physiological one.

4.2 Dependency on the characteristics of the

stimulus

I then asked how the model responds to different characteristics of the (bi-
nary) stimulus σ(t). The numerical simulation were made using a 4th order
Dormand-Prince solver with variable time step between 0.001 and 0.01 sec-
onds; the stimulation functions were forced to zero after 4000 seconds (to
assume a probably physiological-like environment). I first considered the de-
pendency on the presentation “frequency” of a constant length square stim-
ulus (in Figure 4.4, 1.5 seconds), which has been produced using a square
function with varying period and duty cycle, in order to get a 1.5s stimulation
followed by a uniformly distributed resting time. From Figure 4.4 it can be
seen that there is a threshold of frequency (in this model being between 0.14
and 0.2 stimuli

second
) which leads to the self-sustaining aggregation. It could be

seen that the simulated stimulus has two different characteristics: the period
of stimulus presentation (T) and the duty cycle, which is more generally a
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of the aggregation levels of Orb2B (blue) and Orb2A
(green) with continuous binary square stimulation (T=5s, duty cycle
30%).

Figure 4.4: Simulation of the levels of aggregated Orb2B with fixed stimulation
time of 1.5s and uniformly distributed variable resting time.
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parameter of the time when the system is able to produce a maximal ON
signal compared to the relaxing time (here it will be called mean effective
stimulation time).

Figure 4.5 A shows a multiple simulation where the period was the same
(5 seconds) and the duty cycle was changed and Figure 4.5 B shows a multi-
ple simulation where the duty cycle was kept constant (27%) and the period
was variable–a continuous stimulation and a random one (Bernoulli binary
distribution, p=0.27) were used as a control. The simulations show that
the system, as I modeled it, is sensitive to the mean effective stimulation
time rather than the period of stimulation and that the responsiveness of
the aggregation to a given duty cycle depends on the total time of stimula-
tion. That is, if we consider again Figure 4.4, a rhythmic stimulation with
frequency of 0.14 stimuli

second
which ceases after 4000s does not trigger the self-

sustaining aggregation of Orb2B, but a prolonged stimulation could trigger
the oligomerization (Figure 4.6).

The shown Orb2-inspired aggregation system reveals an intrinsic ability
to sustain a long-term summation of the external stimuli and could act as an
integrator of the past activity of the synapse. The summation could occur
at the level of the stimulus function f(σ), of the Orb2A-Orb2B oligomeriza-
tion or at both levels. As it could be expected, Figure 4.7 shows that the
function f(σ) sums the binary stimulus in continuous patterns. In order to
assess the intrinsic summation ability of Orb2A-Orb2B I set f(σ) = σ(t)
and then tested the sensitivity of the system to both period and duty cycle
(Figure 4.8 A and B) of the pure binary square stimulation. The simulations
show that the modeled aggregation system can act as an intrinsic integrator
of the synaptic stimuli.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Multiple simulations of the levels of aggregated Orb2B with a) constant
period T of 5s and variable duty cycle and b) constant duty cycle of
27% (close to the stabilization threshold) and variable period. There is
a neat dependency of the aggregation of Orb2B from the mean effective
stimulation time.
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Figure 4.6: Multiple simulation where a 1.5s stimulus is presented with a frequency
of 0.14 stimuli

s for a variable total time. At 4000s (the stimulation time
I used throughout the paper) the stimulus frequency is not sufficient
to trigger the Orb2A-mediated Orb2B aggregation, however starting
from 5500s it becomes sufficient.
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Figure 4.7: A brief interval of f(σ, t) behavior according to Equation 8. The stim-
ulation functions have a constant duty cycle (27%) and variable period
(T). A multiform pattern of σ(t) summation depending on T is visible.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Multiple simulations of the levels of aggregated Orb2B with a binary
square simulation of a) constant period T of 5s and variable duty cy-
cle and b) constant duty cycle (40%) and variable period (T). In b)
a continuous stimulation and a random stimulation (Bernoulli binary
generator, p=0.4) were used as control. The simulations show an in-
trinsic ability of summation of the Orb2-inspired system.
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Multiple values of parameters

αtr · [ρ]A αdeg αagg αex βagg βex

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.0001
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.001
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.01

Table 4.2: Parameters of Orb2 model used in multiple simulations.

Appendix: Stability of the simulations accord-

ing to the model parameters

All the simulations that were presented in this chapter used the parameters
written in Table 4.1 at page 46. These parameters were set manually accord-
ing to three qualitative principles: 1) the simulation should not diverge (in
particular, [A] and [A*] should not tend to ±∞), 2) the behavior of the model
should resemble what is known for the behavior of the biological system, and
3) the relationship among the parameters should be biologically reasonable.

However, a possible criticism to this approach is that it is not clear
whether the model shows a convergence behavior because this is a general
property of the ODE system and not because it is a contingency due to the
chosen parameters. In other words, there is the need to show the behavior
of the model for different sets of parameters, and possibly to show which is
the relationship between the different parameters and the dynamics of the
system.

To test the model for multiple parameters, I set f(σ, t) to be a bernoullian
random number generator, the parameters of the Heaviside-like functions as
in Table 4.1, and the total stimulation time to be 4000 sec. Three values
for each parameter, spanning three orders of magnitude compared to the
Table 4.1 parameters, were chosen1 (see Table 4.2). The outcome of the
system was measured at 7000 seconds, with the following approach:

• if [B*]<[B∗]θ and 0≤[A*]≤[A∗θ], the system was considered at basal state
(i.e. non-facilitating);

• if [B*]∼[B∗]θ and 0≤[A*]≤[A∗]θ, the system was considered at aggre-

1Even using three values for each parameter, which could seem to be a narrow number
of simulations, implies to simulate 36 = 729 times the system shown in Figure 3.5. The
computational burden of such an approach grows superlinearly∝ x6, where x is the number
of values for each parameter.
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gated state (i.e. facilitating);

• if [A*]→ +∞, or [A]→ ±∞ the system was considered divergent (i.e.
underwent a pathological growth).

The following pie chart (Figure 4.9)) shows the distribution of the different
outcomes in the simulations where each parameter assumed one of the values
in Table 4.2. As it can be seen, a 24% of simulations resulted in a stable
aggregate, thus meaning that the system has a certain attitude to converge
to the [B∗]θ value without showing a pathological growth of [A*].

Figure 4.9: Pie chart which shows the percentage of the 729 simulations for the dif-
ferent outcomes. Cyan: ‘basal’, Blue: ‘aggregated’, Yellow:‘divergent’.

The outcome of the multiple simulation is a function R6 → R, making
impossible to plot at the same time how each parameter modifies the out-
come of the model. In order to visualize the major effects of the different
parameters I calculated the conditional probabilities that a parameter as-
sumed a certain value, given that the model outcome is aggregated, basal
or divergent (Table 4.3). From this approach, some properties of the system
can be easily spotted, for example that the neat production rate of Orb2A is
the first limiting factor which determines whether the model stays to a basal
value or not2, or the interplay between the Orb2A and the Orb2B aggrega-

2This is quite obvious: about half of the basal output simulations show the minimal
production parameter (0.001, see Table 4.3). It is very interesting to see that the in-
verse conditional probability P(Agg| αtr · [ρ]A=0.001) is equal to 100%, that confirms the
necessity to produce Orb2A in a sufficient amount in order to aggregate it...
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Table 4.3: Conditioned probability (in %) for the different parameters, given a
simulation outcome. Agg:aggregated, Bas: basal, Div:divergent.

αtr · [ρ]A
Bas Agg Div

0.001 48 0 0
0.01 32 39 29
0.1 20 61 71

αdeg

Bas Agg Div
0.001 34 47 76
0.01 33 36 22
0.1 33 17 2

αagg

Bas Agg Div
0.001 46 18 2
0.01 46 35 27
0.1 7 46 71

αex

Bas Agg Div
0.001 38 47 76
0.01 31 36 22
0.1 31 17 2

βagg

Bas Agg Div
0.01 36 21 59
0.1 33 37 29
1.0 31 43 12

βex

Bas Agg Div
0.0001 34 38 29
0.001 33 37 29
0.01 33 26 41

tion dynamics3. I then focused on which are the properties of the parameters
that characterize a divergent behavior of the simulation, because there were
only 51 permutations of the parameters of Table 4.2 which determined a
divergent behavior, and they could be analyzed globally in order to find in-
teresting patterns (Table 4.4). From visual inspection of Table 4.4, in fact,
it can be seen that in divergent simulations there is a sort of imbalance be-
tween the production/degradation and aggregation/disaggregation reactions
for Orb2A towards the production of ORb2A monomer and its aggregation
(Figure 4.10 B). Interestingly, Figure 4.10 shows that, while the told imbal-
ance towards Orb2A accumulation has a visible effect, there are probably
more subtle effects arising from the combination of the different parameters
in the model equations, that determine whether a group of balanced parame-

3Considering the conditional probabilities P(βagg |Out) and P(βex |Out) (Table 4.3) is
easy to see, for instance, that at low-levels of Orb2A aggregation (‘basal’ outcome) there
is no influence of the βagg and βex values. This independence holds also for the case of
‘aggregated’ outcome– with, of course, a slight bias towards higher values of βagg and
lower values of βex. It is interesting to notice a neat prevalence of the minimum value of
βagg (βagg=0.01) in simulations with ‘divergent’ outcome, which mirrors the [B*] negative
feedback on [A] production which I set in Equation 2.9. In the model, low values of
Orb2B aggregation lead to a small inhibition of Orb2A production and thus a potentially
explosive growth of [A] and [A*]–however this relationship is an arbitrary assumption, so
it does not necessarily underlie a biological phenomenon.
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Multiple values of parameters

αtr · [ρ]A αdeg αagg αex βagg βex

0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.0001
0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001
0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.0001
0.01 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.0001
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001
0.01 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.0001
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.0001
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.001
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.0001
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.01 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.0001
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.001
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 1.0 0.0001
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 1.0 0.001
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001 1.0 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.0001
0.1 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.0001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001
0.1 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.0001
0.1 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.0001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001
0.1 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01
0.1 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 1.0 0.0001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 1.0 0.001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.001 1.0 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.0001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.0001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.001
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01
0.1 0.001 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01

Table 4.4: Combination of parameters which determined a ‘divergent’ outcome.
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Figure 4.10: Histogram of the normalized frequency of given parameters combi-
nations (αtr · [ρ]A + αagg)-(αdeg + αex) in divergent and convergent
simulations. There is an evident bias towards higher values (i.e. neat
increase of [A] and [A*]) in the divergent simulations.

ters (with total summation close to zero) would converge to [B∗]θ or diverge.
The role of αex in determining the divergence of the simulations is important.
In fact, when we are modeling very stable aggregates such as the amyloid
oligomers there is a non-null possibility to set the ‘oligomer-exit’ parameter
to zero, and this choice could thus potentially affect the global dynamics of
the protein aggregation.
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Discussion and conclusions

I presented a model of continuous differential equations for the Orb2-mediated
mechanisms of synaptic plasticity. This synaptic plasticity mechanism has
been shown to be important for a paradigm of LTM in Drosophila, but the in-
terest of aggregation-dependent synaptic plasticity goes beyond this specific
example and could represent a more general mechanism. The simulations
performed show that the model is consistent with the molecular behavior of
Orb2 aggregates seen in vitro and in vivo. Orb2 protein aggregation is likely
to be a detector of salient (i.e. biologically important) activity and a self-
sustaining and self-limiting memory device whose outcome is very reliable
and stable.

However, it is necessary to point out some limitations arising from such
a model, because of the simplifying assumption I had to choose. Being a
continuous model and considering the two states of the protein (free and ag-
gregated) as two “compartments”, the model does not take into account the
probabilistic aspects of the local aggregation (for example the sensitivity to
the fluctuations of protein concentration). Fluctuations in protein concen-
tration might be particularly relevant, for the small volume and low protein
numbers in the volume of a dendritic spine. Also, the model does not describe
other kinetic aspects such as aggregate polarisation, the general mechanism of
aggregation [117] and so on. Given the little knowledge of molecular interact-
ing partners of the aggregate and the pathways of cellular regulation of Orb2
aggregates [95, 118] and the lack of a rigorous kinetic study of Orb2A-Orb2B
homo- and hetero-induced aggregation, I found to be more conservative to
model the overall known phenotype of Orb2 aggregate rather than to guess
the molecular-level behaviour of the involved proteins. Other aspects of the
model–now set as constant or null for simplicity’s sake–that will have to be
considered in future implementations of the model are the transition from
a point synapse to a spatially extended one and a more complex dynamic
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of Orb2A and Orb2B mRNAs and proteins, including diffusive components,
RNA degradation, local depletion upon translation or aggregation, and so on.
It would be surely significant to investigate a differential diffusivity between
Orb2A or Orb2B free proteins and Orb2 aggregate–which in vivo probably
characterizes the local (synaptic) specificity of PADP.

Another focal point in the model is the behavior of the aggregation ac-
cording to the stimulation pattern. Using a binary periodic stimulation, I
have shown that this system detects the likelihood of stimulation in a given
time window, rather than the frequency of the stimulation per se. It has
been shown that, during a spaced LTM-related training, there is the rise of
a hours-long rhythmic dopaminergic stimulation which has a more uniform
frequency spectrum and a higher amplitude than the basal state and could
gate the transition between ARM and LTM [109]. If my assumptions are
correct, the model would predict that the rhythmic stimulation should be
permissive for the transition to LTM and the frequency of the stimulation
wouldn’t be instructive in this process, but it would be involved in reaching
a sufficient level of stimulation during Orb2 aggregation time window. From
an experimental point of view, this hypothesis could be assessed through,
for example, the optogenetic control of specific populations of dopaminergic
neurons in the mushroom body. Also, the model predicts that the Orb2
physiological aggregates at the synaptic level function as a high-pass filter
which would discriminate the stronger, experience-evoked rhythmic stimula-
tion from the spurious ones.

A further characteristic which emerged from the modeling is that the
seeded aggregation process has an intrinsic ability to integrate the synap-
tic activity through time and locally. If this property was experimentally
confirmed, the Orb2A-Orb2B system would extend the ability of synapses
to integrate the information from the classic spatial cooperativity to a more
complex spatio-temporal pattern.

The evidence of the Orb2 protein-only mechanisms involved in LTM
could be used as an alternative to common synaptic facilitation rules such
as the STDP [93] or the Aplysia-inspired activity-dependent presynaptic
facilitation–ADPF [94]. STDP and ADPF are not self-regulating mecha-
nisms, so they need extra-synaptic scaling mechanisms in order not to reach
the synaptic saturation. The PADP does not incur in these limitations be-
cause it is based on a self-limiting aggregation process and lends itself to be
heuristically applied in biological- and bioengineering-derived neural network
simulations.

To my knowledge, this model is the first one which takes into account both
protein aggregation as well as the local translation during synaptic facilitation
processes. This approach could be further applied to other synaptic plastic-
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ity phenomena which include local translation, such as the BDNF-induced
plasticity [119] or mTORC-dependent plasticity [120]. There are other phe-
nomena which are mediated by the formation of a stably active biological
entity–just like the Orb2 functional amyloid–and are involved in memory
induction and/or maintenance. A paradigmatic case, albeit controversial,
is the kinase PKMζ, which is thought to be involved in memory long-term
maintenance [46]. PKMζ is locally translated after a salient synaptic activ-
ity and is constitutively active (it does not rely on a secondary messenger to
maintain its activity), in a way which is similar to the Orb2 aggregates here
presented. Equations 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 could be easily used as a starting point
for a generalization of PADP in a plasticity rule which depends on synaptic
protein network modification through local translation.
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